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Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 76 ( 19Yl) I-11. 
Given a number tield F and a finite ahelian group Gz @I , (Z/a,Z). ~,[n~[. . .[!I,. ,111,. it is 
proven that there exists an extension K/F which is Galois and cogalois with Gal(KIF) z 
cog(KIF) g G iff the primitive U, , -th roots of unity are present in F and the field obtained by 
adjoining the rr,-th roots of unity to F is pure over F. 
1. Introduction 
In the study of radical extensions of fields, Greither and Harrison introduced in 
[4] the concept of Cogalois Exterkms. These extensions are those that are 
generated by the torsion in the quotient of the multiplicative groups, with the 
additional condition that this torsion is bounded by the degree of the extension. 
This theory is, in some sense. a dual to Galois theory. That is. there is a l-1 
correspondence between subfields and subgroups. Furthermore. any intermediate 
field is also cogalois. 
The Galois group of an extension which is both Galois and cogalois is 
metabejian (Theorem 15). In the case that the extension is also abelian, the 
Galois snd the cogalois groups are isomorphic (Theorem 12). 
The main purpose of this paper is the study of the following question: gtven a 
number field F, and a finite abelian group G, does there exist an extension K/F 
such that M/F is a Galois and cogalois extension and both groups are isomorphic 
to G? It is well known that there always exists a Galois extension K/F with Galois 
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group G and also it is easily proven that there exist cogalois extensions E/F with 
cogalois group G. but to obtain both at the same time we need some condition on 
the field F (Theorem 23). 
2. Notation and terminology 
In this paper, we will us< the following notation: 
9 = { p ) p is an odd rational prime or ,D = 42. 
If K is any field, K* = K\(O). 
If K/F is any field extension. T(KfF) = {cy E K* 1 a”’ E F* for some positive 
integer m} is the torsion group of K”’ over F” and the cogalois group of K over F 
is cog(KfFj = T(KJFjfF” c K*fF*. 
If G is any group, H < G means that H is a subgroup of G and H 4 G means 
that H is a normal subgroup of G. If u E G, o(a) will denote the order of (T. 
If t1 is a positive integer, <,, will denote a primitive n-rh root of unity in some 
field K. Furthermore. we choose c,, such that c:::,, = <,,. The cyclic multiplicative 
group of order m generated by {,,, will be denoted by ( l,,,). 
For a field K, p(Kj = { CI E K 1 a is a root of unity}. 
FOY a Galois field extension K/F, Gal( Kf F) will denote the Galois group of 
KIF. 
For any set A, IAl will denote the cardinality of A. 
The complex, real and rational numbers will be denoted by C, R and Q 
respectively and Z will denote the ring of rational integers. 
If K is a field and H is a group of automorphisms of K, the fixed field of H, 
denoted by Kt’, is defined by {x E K I cm = x Vu E H} . 
3. Results on cogalois groups 
Definition 1 (Greither and Harrison [4]). Let K/F be a finite extension of fields. 
Then K/F is called: 
(1) conormal if (cog(KfF)( 5 [K : F], 
(2) coseparable if K = F(T( K/F!). that is, K is generated by the ,rorsion of K’” 
over F:‘. 
(3) cogalois if K/F is conormal and coseparable. 
For each U <cog(KIF) we denote F(u) by K,,. where F”<.U < T(KIF), 
u = U/F:‘:. 
Theorem 2 (Greither and k! !rrison [4, Theorem 1.61). Let K/F be a cogalois 
c~xte-rctuiot~ cmtl let E bz (III ittlC i-mediate field F C E E K. Then: 
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(1) K/E and E/F are boih cogalois e.utensions, 
(2) E = Kcog(E,Fj = F((cog(E/F)) = F(T(E/F)), 
(3) for a sltbgroup U of cog(K/F). cog(K,.iF) = 2. 
(4) the maps cog(_/F) and K_ are inverse isomorphisms of lattices. 
(5) cog(KIE) = cog(K/F)/cog(E/F). Cl 
Definition 3. A field extension K/F is called pure if for any p E 9. 5, @ K\F. 
Theorem 4 (Greither and Harrison [4, Theorem 1.51). A finire exrension K/F is a 
cogalois extension iff K/F is coseparable, separable and pure. 0 
As a consequence of Theorem 2. we have the following: 
Corollary 5. Lei K/F be a Galois aiid cogaiois extension; ii+:!; G - Ga!(KiF) a;;d 
H = co&K/F). If P,. . . . . P,. denote the S_vlow-subgroups of H. tl;en: 
(I) K, /F is a Galois extension for every i = 1, . . . , r. 
(2) G is nilpotent. 
Proof. (1) We have that K/F is Galois, hence K/F contains all the conjugates of 
K,,, over F. On the other hand, the correspondence between subgroups of H and 
subfields of K/F shows that K,>, is the unique subfield of K/F with [K,,, : F] = 1 P;l. 
hence K,,, /F is normal. 
(2) From (1) we have that K,,/F is normal for i = 1. . . . . r. where H, = II,,, P,. 
since K,, = II,,, K,,. Thus by the fundamental theorem of Galois Theory. WC have 
that the ‘Sylow subgroups of G are normal, hence G is nilpotent. 0 
We will prove below that under the assumptions of Corollary 5. G is 
metabelian. 
The next result is due to Dummit [3]. He establisned it for number fields but 
the result is true in general. 
Definition 6. Let K/F be a Galois extension (finite or infinite). G = Gal(KIF). 
Then G is a compact group and p(K) is discrete. A crossed homomorphism of G 
with coejjkienrs in p(K) is a function f : G* p(K) which is continuous and 
j(o$) = f(a)a( f(4)) for ali u,$ E G. The set of all crossed homomorphisms of G 
with coefficients in p(K) will be denoted by Z’(G. p(K)). 
Theorem 7 (Dummit [3]). Let K/F be a Galois exsterlsioil. G = Gal(KiF). Tllerz 
4 : cog(KIF)+ Z’(G, p(K)) givers by ~(_YF’“) = f,.. where f, : G+ CL(K) is 
defined by f, {CT) = a(y) ty, is ml komorphism of groups. 
Proof. Let 8 : T(K/F)-=+ Z’(G. p(K)) be given by 13(y) =f,.. Then ker0 = F”. 
Therefore, 4 : cog( Kl F) + Z’(G. p(K)) is a 1-l homomorphism. 
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We have that Z’(G, p(K)) C Z’(G, K*) and by Hilbe_i’s Thecrem 90 in its 
general form, Z’(G, K*) = B’(G, K”) = {f E Z’(G. K*) 1 f = f,., some y E K”}. 
Hence, given f E Z’(G, p(K)). there exists y E K* such that f=f,.. For any 
D E G, f(o) = f,(a) = U( y)ly E F(K). Since y is algebraic over F, let L be the 
Gaiois closure of F( y) /F. We have F G F(y) C L !Z K. 
Let H = Gal(KIL). Then Ha G and IGlHI C x. 
The conjugates of y are {cT( y) 177 E G}, w h ere c = G/H and therefore a(y) = 
U(Y) = 5,Y, 50 E P(K)* 
Since E is finite, there exists a positive integer m such that cr = 1 
for all a E G. Hence (T( y”‘) = ??( y)“’ = [zy”’ = y”‘. Therefore, y”’ E F* and 
y E T(KIF). So $J is onto. 0 
An interesting corollary of Theorem 7, which is due to Greither and Harrison 
[4], is the following: 
Corollary 8. Let KIF be a finite Galois extension with Ip(K)I c x. Then 
Icog(KlF)I <x. In particular, if K/F is an extension of number fields, we have 
Icog(K/F)l <x. !Il 
Now we establish some elementary properties of the cogalois groups. 
Proposition 9. Let K/F and L/F be field extensions such that L 3 K = F. Then 
cog(K,‘F) c cog(KL/L). 
Proof. F* C T(K/F) fl L* c K* n L* = F*. Hence T(K/F) rl L* = F*. 
Clearly T(KIF) c T(KL/L). Hence T(KL/L) 1 T(K/F)L*. Therefore, 
cog(KL/L) = T(KL/L)/L* > T(KIF)L*/L* 
= T(K/F)/(L* n T(K/F)) = T(KIF)/F* = cog(K/F) . 
0 
Proposition 10. Let L t F and K/F be cogalois extensions such that L n K = F and 
LKIF is pure. Then LKIF is cogalois and cog(LK/F) zcog(L/F) x cog(K/F). 
Proof. We have L = F(T(L/F)), K = F(T(K/F)). Therefore, LK = F(T(L/F), 
T(K/F)). It follows that LKlF is coseparable. On the other hand, since L/F and 
K/F are separable, we have that LKI F is separable. Finally, since we are 
assuming that LKI F is pure, it follows from Theorem 4 that LKIF is ;P cogalois 
extension. 
We have 
Icog(LK/F)[ = [LK : F] I [L : F][K : F] = Icog(L/F)I - Icog(KIF)I . 
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Now. let cp : cog(LIF) x cog(KIF)+cog(LKIF) be given by c,(_YF*. yF*) = 
x\,F”. 
The condition L fl K = F implies that ‘p is a monomorphism. Then 
jcog(LIF) X cog(KIF)I = /cog(LIF)I - Icog(KIF)I I jcog(LKIF)j . 
Therefore, cp is an isomorphism. D 
Remark 11. Proposition 10 is no longer true if we do not assume that LKIF is 
pure. For example, let F=Q, L =62(n), K = Q(G). L/F and K/F are 
cogalois extensions, but LK = Q!(i, fi)lF is not pure because 6, E LK\F. We 
have 
lcog(LKIF)\ > 4 = Icog(LiF)I - !cog(KIF)! . 
The following result is a consequence of [2, p. 41 and a!so a consequence of [l. 
Theorem 3.11. Here we present an eiementary proof using Proposition 10. 
Theorem 12. Let KIF be an abelian cogalois extension. Then Gal( Kl F) z 
cog(KlF). 112 particular, if Gal(KIF) s A x B for some A and B, then there 
are extensions E/F, L/F with cog(EIF) zGal(EIF)s A and cog(L/F)z 
Gal(LIF) s B. 
Proof. If cog(KIF) is cyclic, then Theorem 2(4) implies that for any divisor m of 
[K : F], there exists a unique subfield K,,, of K with [K,,, : F] = m. Hence. for any 
divisor t of IGal(KIF)I, there exists a unique subgroup G, with ]G,l = t. There- 
fore, Gal(KIF) is cyclic and Gal(KIF) s cog(KIF). 
In general, if cog( K/F) is not cyclic, we write cog( K/F) F A X B. where 
I~l,lBl< Icog(KIF)I. Let E = K,, L = K,. 
Using Theorem 2, we have E n L = /CA f7 K, = K,,, = F and EL = K,K, = 
K rlXR = Kcog,KIF, = K. 
Using induction on Icog( Kl F)I , we have cog(EIF)sGal(EIF). cog(LIF) z 
Gal(LIF). Therefore, 
co&K/F) = cog(ELIF) = zog(EIF) x cog(LIF) 
gGal(EIF) x Gal(LIF)~Gal(ELIF) = Gal(KIF) . Cl 
Proposition 13. Let KIF be a Galois and cogalois extension such that p(K) = 
p(F). Then KIF is a Kummer extension. In particular, KIF is abelian and 
cog(KIF) z Gal(KIF). 
Proof. For any group G, let G = Hom(G, C*) denote the character group of G, 
and G “I’ = G/[G, G], where 
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[G, G] = G’ = ({[a, b] = abi’b-’ 1 a,b E G}) 
is the commtrtztor subgroup of G. 
Let G = Gal(KIF). We have 
cog(KIF) = Z’(G, ,u(K)) 2 Z’(G, p(F)) 
= Hom(G. p(F)) = Hom(Gah, p(F)) C 2. 
Therefore, we have Icog(K/F)I 5 IGGl = IGahl 5 lu”l = Icog(K/F)(. 
Hence, cog(KIF) = sh = e s G. Therefore, G is abelian and e = 
Hom(G, p(F)). 
Let u E G, with o(a) = m. Then there exists x E C? such that x(a) = <,,, and 
since 6 = Hom(G, p(F)), &,, E p(F). Therefore, K/F is a Kummer 
extension. 0 
Remark 14, It is possible to have a Kummer cogalois extension with p(K) # 
p(F). For example, let K = Q( &) and F = Q( &). On the other hand, a Kummer 
extension is not necessarily cogalois. For example, Q(fl)/Q is a Kummer 
extension uut it is not pure since 5, E Q(V?)\Q. 
Finally, we have that K/F can be a cogalois. abelian extension but not a 
Kummer extension. For example, if p is any odd prime, Q( C,>J) /Q( cl>;,! is a cyclic, 
cogalois extension of order p’ but l,z $?‘CI!( 6,). 
We finish this section with the following: 
Theorem IS. Let F be a number field, K/F a Galois, cogalois extension with 
G = Gal(K/F). l/hen tiwe exists HC G, H abelian and G/H= &K)/p(F). 
Furthermore, K/ KH is a Kzmmer extension. In particuiur, G is metabelian. 
Proof. Let L = F( p(K)), H = Gal(K/L). It follows that L/F is an abelian. 
cogalois extension, thus H Q G and cog(L/F) s Gal(L/F). 
Let P(K)= (C,,,>, P(F)= (S,). T, 9 e condition Kl F is pure implies that I E.L( K) / 
p(F)1 = m/n = cp(m)/cp(n), where cp is the Euler function. Then 
[L : F] = [ F( p(K)) : Fls [Q( P(K)) : Q( /@))I 
= [a( 5,) : Q( &,)] = cp(m)b(n) = m/n = hNW-@‘)I a 
On the other hand, p(K)/p(F) g B’(G/H, CL(K)) C Z’(G/H p(K)) z 
cog(L/F). Therefore, ICL(~)/&~)I I Icog(L/F)j = [L : F]. 
So. cog(L/F) z Gal(L/F) s p(K) /p(F). 
Finally, since K/L is a Galois, cogalois extension, and p(K) = p(L), it follows 
from Proposition 13 that K/L is a Mummer extension and H = Gal(KIL) is 
abelian. 0 
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Remark 16. It is not true in general that, under the assumptions of Theorem 15. 
G is the sernidirecr product of p(K) /p(F) and H. For instance. take K = 
Q(Z”“j,.~) and F = Q( <,), where p is an odd prime. We have that K/F is cyclic of 
order p’ but p(K)Ip(F) has order p. 
4. Extensions with given cogalois group 
In this section we discuss a partial analogue to the inverse Galois problem for 
cogalois extensions; that is, given an abelian group G and a number fieid F. does 
there esist an extension K/F such that K/F is a cogalois. Galois extension and 
cog(KIF) s Gal(KIF) s G? 
Before we answer this question. let us consider a special case. 
Let K/Q be a Galois, cogalois extension, and let G -- Gal(KIF). Since K/Q is 
pure, p(K) = (21) = p(Qj. Now. Propositron 13 implies that K/Q is a Kummer 
extension, thus G z (Z /22)” for some s L 0. 
Conversely, let us consider p, . . . . . p,< different rational primes and let K = 
Q(fl.. . . . a). Then K/Q is a Galois. cogalois extension such that 
Gal(KIQ) g (Z/22)“. 
Therefore. we have the following: 
Proposition 17. Let G be in arbitrary finite group. Then there exists a Galois. 
cogalois extension K IQ with Ga!ois group G iff G is of the form (Z 122)“. 
s=o,1,2 ,... . q 
If we drop the Galois condition in Proposition 17. we have the following: 
Proposition 18 (Greither and Harrison [4]). G iven any jinite abelian group G. 
there exists a cogalois extensic:z K/Q such that cog( K/Q) S G. 
Proof. Let G~$~=, (Zln,Z), p,, . . . , pI bc different rational primes larger than 
IG] and set K=Q(‘K,..z, !!‘;/ir;) c R. By Theorem 4, K/Q is cogalois and 
cog(K/Q) = G. Cl 
Remark 19. Using Proposition 18 and an argument similar to th.i. in the proof of 
Proposition 22 below, it can be shown that Proposition 1s holds for any number 
field F in the place of Q. 
We will see (Theorem 23) that if there exists a Galois. cogalois extension KIF 
with cog( Kl F) z Gal( Kl F) s G, then F must have enough roots of unity. 
Before proving the above assertion, we will prove a result similar to a theorem 
of Isaacs [S]. For any field F. let ‘N(F) = { p 1 p is a rational prime and <,, E F} . 
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Theorem 20. Let K/F be a Gatois, cogalois extension with Galois group G. If 
p 9 U”(F). then p does not divide 1 G[. Furthermore, if i; j?? F, the 2-Sylow 
subgroup Pz of G is of the form P2 z (z/22)’ for some s 2 0. 
Proof. For any abelian group A, let A(p) = {a E A 1 o(a) is a power if p}. 
Note that Z’(G, p(K))(p) = Z’(G, p(K)(p)). Therefore. 
cog(KIF) = Z’(G, p(K)) 
= @ Z’(G, p(K))(p) = @ Z’(G, P(K)(P)) . 
P P 
Hence cog(KIF)(p)s Z’(G, p(K)(p)). 
If q is an odd prime such that <,,e&K), then p(K)(q) = {I}, so q,.j’y(cog(Kl 
F)] = ]GI. K/F pure implies W”(K) = W(F). 
Now assume that <,gF. Since K/F is pure, {,gK. Let Tz = cog(KIF)(2). 
Then 
Tz s Z’(G, p(K))(2) = Z’(G, p(K)(2)) = Z’(G, (-cl}) 
=Hom(G,(~l))=Hom(G”h.{~l~)~~(2). 
Hence Tz s (Z /22)” for some s. 
Now, 2” = 1 T21 1 I&32)( = IGah(2)1 = 2’1 (G”‘], so s s t. 
On the other hand, G”h = G/G’, IG”‘( I IGl so 2’ ) ICI = ITI. 
Hence t 5 s, therefore s = t. In particular, <iG’l, 2) = 1. 
Since G is nilpotent, the 2-Sylow subgroup P2 of G is normal and 1 P21 = 2”. 
Then P2 I-I G’ = (l}. Therefore, P,G’IG’ 2 P7/(P2 f7 G’) z Pz. That is, Pz is 
isomorphic to the 2-Sylow subgroup of G”“. Since Tz is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of Gab(2) s P2 and Tz and Pz have the same order, we have Pz s (Z /22)“. 0 
Cerollary 21. Let F be a field and p a prime number such that f;, e F. Then there 
is no Galois, cogalois extension Kl F with p I [ K : F]. q 
Before proving the main result of the paper, we prove the following propo- 
sition: 
Proposition 22. Let G,,z$:l: (ZlnJC’) with n,)n,l***ln,_,. Let E be a numbnr 
field such that l,,,_ , E E. Then there exist infinitely many Galois, cogalois extensions 
LIE such that Gal(LIE) zcog(LIE) z G,,. 
Proof. Let ti = {p I p is a rational prime divisor ramified in E/Q}, m = 
4n,_,II pE,c, p and M = E( c,,,). The prime divisors that ramify in M/Q are exactly 
the divisors of m. 
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Letp,,..., p,_, be aifferent rational primes such that 
Pi>~(m)]G,,][E:Q]+l. lsisf-1. 
Let K = Q( ‘*. . . . , ‘*f-m). 
It is easy to see that K 17 M = Q. Now MK = M( ‘$Qy,. . . , “I-~). So MKIM 
is coseparable and separable. 
Let p E 9 be such that lp E MK\M, then Q C Q( cl,) C MK and p is ramified in 
MKIQ. Therefore, a prime above p in M is ramified in MKIM or p is ramified in 
M/Q. In the latter case plm, hence c,, E &p( c,,,) C M. In the first case, if pip in M 
and p is ramified in MKI M, wp consider k = K( &+,,,_ ), k is the Galois closure of 
P(lQ. Then yl, = p is ramified in k/C?, but then the prime p is ramified in K/Q. 
Thus pin,_, or p = p, for some 15 i 5 r - 1. If plnr_,, then p/m, so &,, E M. If 
p=pi for some l~i%t- 1, then 
p; - I= [Q( cr,,) : Q] 5 [MK : Cl] = [MK : M][M : E][E : Q] 
5 [K : O][Q( l,,,) : Q][E : Q] = IQW)[E : a] = Pi - 1 
which is impossible. Hence MKI M is pure. 
Now it follows from Theorem 4 that MK,‘M is cogalois. On the other h(md, by 
Proposition 9 we have cog(KIQ) c cog(MKlM), so 
[MK : M] I [K : Cl] = Icog(KIQ)I 5 Icog(MWM)I =[MK : Ml . 
Therefore, cog(MKIM) z cog( K/Q) E G,,. 
Again, by Proposition 9, 
G,, = cog(k/Q) c cog(EKIE) c_ cog(hXlM) = G,, . 
Hence cog(EKIE) z G,,. 
Moreover, EK = E( ‘m, . . . , “!w;) and, since [,,,_, E E, EKIE is a Kummer 
extension. Hence we have that Gal(EKIE) z cog(EKIE) z G,,. 
Finally, since we have infinitely many cho.ces for K. there are infinitely many 
extensions with the properties stated in the proposition. 0 
We are ready to state and prove the main result. 
Theorem 23. Let F be ir number field and G a finite abelian group. saj 
G = @:z, (H/n,Z) with n, [%I. - ‘~12,_,(12,. Then there exists a Galois. cogalois 
extension KIF with Gal(KlF) z cog(KIF) z G e <,,,_ , E F and F( i;,,) IF is pare. 
Proof. (3) For i=l,..., , I let L,IF such that F; L,C K Gal(L,IF) E 
cog(L,lF)zZln,Z, L,fl L, = F for i#j and K = L,LI-** L,. 
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On cogalois exCensions 11 
Set L = 
extension. 
f-l 
KE,,. Since LIE, and EJF are pure we have that LIF is a cogalois 
K KF KEI, = L 
I 
CD::: (Z/II Z) I 
ti F -- El, 
z I rr,Z 
Furthermore, KFIF is a Galois extension with group @:I: (Z/niZ). Therefore. 
L/F is a Galois, cogalois extension 2nd Gal( L/F) z cog( Ll F) z G. 3 
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